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Backgl'ound 

Tracking an object's location with inertial sensors works well over short time periods, but sensor 

drift and errors in integration cause errors to accumulate exponentially. Images, in contrast, work very 

well to determine a camera's location provided that the camera moves slowly. I received fellowship 

funding to work on a hybrid image and inertial tracker. The idea was to use data from the image sensors 

to correct errors and drift in the inertial sensors. 

The computer vision community has expended a great deal of energy in pursuing motion tracking 

from images. This area of research is also related to compositing multiple images into a single image. As 

subsequent images are compared and their differences are computed, the differences yield clues to the 

camera's movement. For example, imagine snapping pictures of some distant mountains while sidling 

from left to right. If those pictures were overlaid to minimize their overlap, later pictures would capture 

the movement of the camera to the right. 

The difficulty in computing movement in this fashion is that, in general, the camera can be 

looking at moving objects, or even objects that arc changing shape (e.g. trees) while the camera moves as 

well. Also, objects are usually much closer than mountains, and objects at different distances move 

differently in the camera's view because of parallax. Most computer vision researchers assume that a 

scene is static in order to compute camera movement. 

Even with a static scene (i.e. unmoving objects that don't change shape), computing camera 

motion from images is still difficult because the shapes of objects in the scene aren't known. With no 

three dimensional information available, most teclmiques assume that the scene is a flat panorama. 
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Information about the camera movement is found by first solving for translation. Once the translation 

that gives minimum overlap is found, the solver attempts to use an affine warp to fit additional 

movement. More sophisticated programs use the results from affine warp solving to guess at a full 

perspective warp solution. A perspective warp requires eight parameters and can capture the full visual 

appearance ofa plane as a camera moves in three dimensions, as shown in Irani [2]. 

Expel'iments 

One of first experiments that I tried was recovering camera information directly from images over 

time. I began my research experiments by writing a Matlab affine warp matcher. The code wonld run too 

slowly on a full-sized image, so I wrote code to operate on a "pyramid" of images, in an approach similar 

to that of Bergen [ l]. Each higher pyramid level consists of a smaller version of the image. The system 

begins near the top of the pyramid where the images are very small. It solves for the affine warp 

parameters (six in all) that give the best match between the two images. Once the small images are 

registered well, the code takes those parameters and applies them on the next higher level ofresolntion. 

At each stage a small displacement in the parameters is computed. To find the final parameters 

for the affine warp, the process is iterated several times. At each iteration, the second dimension is 

warped toward the first image using the current guess for the parameters. Then a new delta guess is 

computed using spatiotemporal derivatives. While performing the warp, edge pixels must be handled 

carefully. Ideally, holes generated by the warp should not contribute to the ne"'i guess for the parameters. 

For reasons of speed inside Matlab, it is easier to fill holes using either a zero value, the value from the 

original image, or the value from the newer image. A zero value will generate artifacts, while using the 

value from the image-to-be-warped will exert a constant pressure to continue a warp. Only by using 

values from the original image will the newly computed affine warp parameters be unaffected. 

Another problem is that ifthe warp is iterated many times, the warped images will not converge 

on a solution. For example, if one nms the warping code through ten iterations, the first one or two 

images will be close to correct, but further images will get farther and farther from the truth. The solution 
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to the second problem is to stop based on the error in the images. We examine the difference between the 

images and stop when the per-pixel differences actually increase. 

Image r: Images: 

IO*abs(r-s): IO*abs(r-warp I): 

In the images above, we stait with the rand s images. The difference between the images (scaled 

by a factor often) is shown below rands on the left. After doing one iteration of the affme warp process, 

notice that the ground matches very well (the image is dark on the ground, because the pixels are nearly 

the same). The mean squared error (MSE) drops from 515 on the left to 278 on the right. Doing another 

iteration caused more MSE (721) and the image docs not match as well, so the computation stops after a 

single step. Note that the images can never match up completely, because they were taken from different 

physical locations. The leaves of the tree moved, and the trunk of the tree moved relative to the buildings 

behind it. 
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The warping code gave adequate results for easy test data, but did not work as well on real 3D 

scenes where objects were nearby. Unfortunately, when a person is walking around outside, objects will 

be nearby most of the time. Even ifthe affine warp matches up well, a perspective warp may diverge 

quickly because it has more parameters. If the scene is not planar, a perspective warp also cannot capture 

the full complexity of the scene. These reasons, plus the fact that the processing on the images took a 

great deal of time, led me to try new experiments that used less processing time and data. 

The next avenue of research that I explored was operating on a compressed version of an image. I 

had done experiments with Brent Seales on processing JPEG images. JPEG uses the Discrete Cosine 

Transfonn (DCT) to put image frequency information in a form suitable for compression. See Seales' 

papers ([4] and (5]) for more details. I did some simple experiments and saw that the frequency 

information encoded in the DCT gave clues to the orientation of the ground plane in an image. If you 

assume that a ground plane has a homogenous texture with some high-frequency components (grass is a 

good example), then image blocks in the DCT will have different frequencies as the ground plane recedes 

in the distance. Fitting a plane to compensate for the orientation of the ground plane in the image would 

give a good guess about the user's orientation. 

Operating on compressed images was promising, but 1 decided to work on a more constrained test 

case first. Specifically, our research group needed to produce a hybrid tracker for a funding milestone. 

The system needed to use inertial and image sensors and track for 20-30 seconds (not in real-time). I 

decided to help out the research group and continue my research while using the following simpler case. 

We scattered pieces of paper on the floor. We did not record the positions of the paper fragments on the 

floor, but we did use the assumption that all the paper was on a flat ground plane. For the proof-of

concept tracker, we used a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi feature tracker implementation from the University of 

Southem California. By tracking the pieces of paper from frame to frame, we were able to compute the 

physical locations of the confetti pieces, and then use those physical locations to track the user. 
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The images below show two frames from two separate movies. I am sending by mail a compact 

disc that includes these two movies (one movie will be at two different resolutions). On the CD will be 

a total of three movies (one MPEG and two A VI movies) that should be viewable on any Windows PC 

with Windows Media Player or comparable software installed. The MPEG movie demonstrates about 

900 frames {approximately 30 seconds) of images grabbed from a camera while walking around our lab. 

Because we were able to recover the location of the user for each camera frame, we could superimpose 

virtual objects into the scene. The fact that the virtual objects stay well registered to the real images 

demonstrates our success with a hybrid tracker that used onlv inertial and image data to track a user. The 

two A VI movies are small and large versions of a virtual scene. For the A VI movie, we took the motion 

path that we computed and projected that motion path into a virtual world. If you play the MPEG movie 

and the AV! movie at the same time, you can see that the virtual user in the A VI movies echoes the 

motion of the real user in the MPEG movie. 

After we succeeded in proving the concept, we attempted to build a production system using our 

Hiball tracking system as ground truth. The Hiball system works by illuminating light emitting diodes 

(LEDs) one at a time very quickly on a ceiling. The "Hiball" is a set of six lateral-effect photodiodes that 

observe the pattern of LEDs as they illuminate to determine position. Before beginning work on the 

production system, I worked on a method to track using an upward-looking camera that searched for 

lights in the ceiling. By using the corners of the lights, the s,•stcm was able to reliably determine its 
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position. Eventually, we decided that lights were difficult to track because the camera needed to see an 

entire panel of fluorescent lights. We decided instead to look for crossings in the ceiling tiles like the one 

below: 

There are several reasons to use crossings as foatures. First, there can be several crossings in the 

field of view of the camera, which gives more data to work with. The crossings are at regular and 

predictable intervals, and the lines between tiles give clues to orientation based on their skew. Crossings 

also make good features to detect with special hardware (a i'vlatrox Genesis board) that we had available. 

Crossings can also be detected reliably by taking a subregion of an image and searching only the 

perimeter of the subregion instead of the entire subregion. Searching around the perimeter can look for 

the lines between tiles and only takes 4*11 time for an n x 11 subregion. This is considerably less than the 

n2 time needed to process a whole region. 

Results 

Several useful results have emerged from the research we have done on hybrid tracking using 

image and inertial sensors. We have derived equations that model rate gyroscopes in the coordinate 

frame of accelerometers. These equations allowed us to recover position from the combined readings of 
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accelerometers and rate gyroscopes. We also streamlined the process of camera calibration so that a 

camera can be calibrated in a reasonable amount of time (a few minutes) and then used immediately. 

A great deal of time was spent to physically fuse these systems into a portable sensor that could 

be worn by a person. We integrated the inertial sensors and camera with our existing Hiball tracking 

system. The Hiball provides a robust way to measure ground truth; it can determine a person's position 

with millimeter accuracy. Besides physical integration, \\·e also integrated the sensors into our research 

group's code base. We created a software interface and the underlying code to read voltages from the 

inertial sensors, and to capture images from the camera. In order to simulate the behavior of the system, 

we used the Hiball to record motion paths and then synthcs izcd sensor readings. Our simulator could 

then take those readings and integrate the measurements into a single position. 

We also built a graphical viewer for the simulator. We designed the system so that for each 

sensor, we could use synthesized, pre-recorded, or live values. The graphical viewer allowed us to watch 

as the system integrated sensor reports and computed position on the fly. We could see how the inertial 

sensors would eventually cause the simulator to drift, and how sightings from the camera would impose 

periodic corrections on the simulator. A frame from an early version of the simulator is shown below. 
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At one point, the si1nulator ran for approxi1nately a 1ninute using real data and only varied by about nine 

centimeters from the truth. We still had problems synchronizing the timestamps for all the different 

sensors, but the simulator showed that the final system cou Id certainly work. 

Unfortunately, toward the end of mv fellowship vear. our research group lost its funding. We 

were involved in a multi-site grant with DARPA, and our program manager cancelled the project because 

he thought a partner at a different institution was pursuing research more consistent with other sources of 

funding. He offered a grant to the other groups on the grant (including our research group), but my 

advisor decided that the new grant was too far afield from our research group's focus, and thus decided 

not to apply for it. The project funding ended soon after. and the research group effectively ceased to 

exist. The faculty members remained at the university along with two full-time staff scientists. All the 

other students had to seek employment from other research groups or outside jobs for the summer. As I 

write this, I don't think that the research group has received new grant funding yet. 

Our simulator clearly demonstrated the promise of a hybrid inertial and vision tracker, but that 

promise remains as yet unfulfilled. It looks as though the research group will need some time to acquire 

new funding and continue its work. 

Conclusions 

In summary, I investigated a number of ways to track based on camera image1y. We built a 

proof-of-concept tracker that fused image and inertial data lo track for a complex motion path over about 

30 seconds of recorded data. We integrated our sensors with our Hiball tracking system to provide 

ground truth, and we build a testbed. We used that testbed lo demonstrate a simulator that mimicked the 

physical forces working on our tracker. I remain hopeful that the research group will solve its funding 

problems and continue on to produce a hybrid image and inertial tracker. Other students are exploring 

custom-built vision chips, using laser range finder data in creative ways (see Nyland [3]), as well as better 

tracking prediction through more accurate models of human motion. I believe that these students will 

reinforce the effort to build a hybrid tracker. 
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